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AMERICA

HATONN
IS IN TROUBLE

This Express is going to be devoted to action. We will look at
how man might come into Community to turn your nation, and
then your world, around.
Your
Constitution is now rewritten and
already put into play for the past
fifteen years. The plan is to simply
bring it into being and allow it to
become law by default and then
legislative law. The ending portions of the new Journal in finalizing at present,
RAPE, RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX, carries a summary discussion of the
Zionist’s
PROTOCOLS
for
World Domination as well as a
complete summary of pertinent
facts from the NE-WSTATES OF
AMERICA CONSTITUTION.
Impossible? Oh no, it is alread in
total opera&ii %id the“ d n&-‘
is ready to bring it into writte<law,
my sleepy friends.
What can you do?
You can
participate in the stopping of that
little secret trick. We do not have
time to wait until all information is
brought forth in the Journals so
we will have to ask you to work
along with us as we move into action.
This group is moving into action
this day to participate f,, a major
way with a group set for meeting
in July. I will give you the entire
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information as presented thus far,
realizing that format will be
changed but for any who can participate in July, we offer the prior
information now.
I would appreciate response being made
through George Green at America West so that we might better
integrate your desires.

The meeting has to have a charge
and the organizers (see attached)
have found that $150 per person
will cover the cost of meeting
rooms, etc. For cost breakdown
and room sharing, etc. please call
the Center for Action: 1-800-6343494 or Walter Myers, 913 5493367.

I will attempt to make personal
contact with the ones who have
stepped forth to organize this first
gathering and we will offer our
higher insight.r We will begin to
see if mankind is ready for our
participation.

Please note that the questionnaire
is regarding planning for subsequent meetings. You are going to
need hundreds of meetings of
small size and some large ones, but
we must get community in action
and move behind the ones who
step out front and organize. IT IS
YOUR
LIFE
AND
YOUR
YOUR
COUNTRY
AND
WORLD.

We will integrate into groups of
this nature as THE PHOENIX
INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH
AND EDUCATION for we have
now founded and have in service
that group in legal format. We
will be most appreciative of any
L~tg;~;;p~~ey;;~
have asked for no assistance thus
far but they cannot carry this burden alone for resources are exhausted.
All who can attend this meeting,
please do so, for unless you take a
personal stand, your country is
doomed to the control of a handful of very evil masters. I cannot
be serious enough in this petition.
We ask your participation in any
manner you have with which to
share.

‘/

i

Well, you just can’t belie& it is as
bad as we project it! Is not the
view from your window enough?
How about the non-news on your
vidiot-boxes? What kind of examples do you need to make you
open your eyes? The examples
pour all over you every day but in
such bits and pieces that there is
no way to see the whole of it.
What you arq fed in the lie trail is
made to sound so wondrous. No,
it is not wondrous!
Let us look at your current military projections--just your armed
forces and what is being told to
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you vs. that which is being done.
We will just speak of reduction in
bases and manpower. Remember
the projected needs for cutting
forces and closing bases about
your nation? Remember all that
blathering about cutting the numbers of ones in the forces? Does
that all add up with the following?:
LAND-GRAB
It is called “Operation Land-Grab.
it is a Pentagon plan to acquire 4.5
acres of prime and beauteous lands in your glorious countryside. Let me just quote a little
information for your pondering.
“It is a timeless tableau of rural despair. Hundreds of farmers, anxious and angry, packed into a local
hall to ponder a tenuous future.
The threat: Loss of their farms
and homes. The agenda: Organize
and fight. But this time, the foe
isn’t drought or pestilence, a crash
in the price of farm commodities
or a local bank about to seize and
auction off their hard-won heritage. The farmers and spouses
crowding the Minneapolis highschool gym in east-central Kansas
this April night (1990) are girding
to battle the U.S. Army’s First Infantry Division--the famed Big
Red One.
Headquartered
at
neighboring Fort Riley, the division wants 100,000 acres of the
farmers’ wheatfields and .pastures
to better prepare to fight the Soviet Union in World War III.”
Now, chelas, this is right out of the
horses mouth and written up in
U.S. News and World Report
which is not given to overdoing
the truth enough to cause a
bounce-back of trouble.
Oh, you thought the military and
U.S. Government
were gearing
down because the World War III
was somehow magically “off’ with
all this new Russian “stuff’? Oh,
forbid the thought--your government and military are not planning
for peace, my friends, and neither
should you! Read on:

“From Maine to California, from
Mississippi to Washington state,
the Pentagon has embarked on its
biggest land acquisition program
since World War II. Even as the
Communist
threat
in Europe
evaporates and Defense Secretary
Dick Cheney presses plans to trim
U.S. forces, close bases and cut
the budget, the military services
are gearing up for a massive expansion of bombing, artillery,
combat and preparedness-training
ranges. In 12 states, they want
close to 4.5 million acres, or 7,000
square miles--an area bigger than
Connecticut
and Rhode Island
combined.
There is’ no coordinated master plan but rather a series of proposed expansions by the
various services that would boost
by 20 percent the military’s 25
million acres in land holdings.
“The targets include New England
and Southern forests, large tracts
of Northern prairie and Western
rangelands and deserts. Much of
the acreage is prime wildlife habitat with strong scenic values, favored by hunters, hikers and other
Eleven
outdoor recreationists.
choice parcels in Montana, Idaho
and California are under consideration
for federally
protected
wilderness areas, and they include
two streams that are potentially
eligible for government protection
as scenic rivers.

“Military planners say they need
more
room
because
today’s
sophisticated weapons need more
space to maneuver. The current
practice areas were, created to
handle World War II-era tanks
that crawled along and fired from
a stationary position and fighter
aircraft that could turn in a 5-mile
Today’s armored greyradius.
hounds race along at 50 mph and
fire on the run. New supersonic
fighter planes will require a turning radius of 80 to 100 nautical
miles and will fire missiles from 20
or more miles away.
“WE MUST EXPAND.
European disaffection is also a factor.
West Germans, fed up with lowlevel jets disrupting their rural
tranquility and tanks tearing up
their countryside in massive exercises like Reforger, want NATO
war games fought on American
soil. The shrinking of the U.S.
armed forces also heightens the
importance of National Guard and
Reserve units. ‘My job is to be
confident that our young men and
women are adequately trained,
and to do that, we must expand,’
says Colin McMillin, assistant secretary of defense for production
and logistics.

“Most of the acreage is owned by
the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) and the USDA Forest
Service, but large tracts of private
land are also being targeted for
purchase.
condemnation
and
There is also a proposed land
swap. The Pentagon is offering to
return 16,000 acres of Armyowned Colorado scrubland worth
$2.2 million in exchange for 32,000
acres of timber and wildlife habitat
in Mississippi’s DeSoto National
Forest. This land, which shelters
four endangered
or threatened
species, is worth $46.6 million
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‘Those whose land or livelihoods
are threatened
concede McMilIan’s point but argue that weapons
simulators and more creative use
of existing training ranges can
make up any readiness shortfall.
Sylvester
of
Farmer
Gary
Leonardville,
Kans., was first
kicked off his land 25 years ago-with appropriate
compensation
(Hatonn: with the new constitution you won’t get appropriate
compensation)--when
the Army
expanded Fort Riley from 50,000
acres to today’s 100,000. He now
faces another possible eviction.
‘We’re all good patriots,’ he says,
‘but people are getting up on their
hind legs about all this money
that’s being wasted. If we were at
war, I could understand it. Now, it
just seems crazy.’ Randall Brewer,
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a rancher in Three Creek, Idaho,
where the Air Force plans to expand its Saylor Creek bombing
range from 100,000 acres to 1.4
million, agrees. ‘National security
is important, but let’s not forget
the rights of citizens,’ he says.
(Hatonn: It is interesting to note
that these ones are family owners
and leasers of land in Utah as are
the rancher friends in that area.
The park service has taken to
shooting cattle on BLM lands and
Park lands which have been
grazed by the ranchers since the
beginning of the state and before.
This is first hand knowledge and
will be spoken of at another writing.)
“Responding
to the mounting
anger back home, members of
Congress aren’t likely this time to
rubber-stamp
the
Pentagon’s
plans--a break with lawmakers’
traditionally warm response to
military requests.
‘I think they
want to get theirs while the getting
is good,’ says Minnesota Democrat
Bruce Vento, chairman of the
House National Parks and Public
Lands Subcommittee. He will oppose the plans when Pentagon
spending bills are considered later
this year. But even if opponents
succeed in killing some of the
acquisitions, about half the land
could fall into military hands anyway. At least 2 million of the 4.5
million acres are slated for state
National Guard projects that do
not require congressional
approval. Conveniently, all military
services will be able to utilize the
new or expanded national Guard
bases. Opponents note the only
way to stop those transactions is to
pressure the BLM to kill the deals.
That, however, would require one
arm of the Bush administration to
thwart the policies of another,
something
observers
think
is
highly unlikely.
“EMPIRE BUILDING. The Pentagon finds itself in the unlikely
and uncomfortable
position of
being pilloried by rural, conserva-

tive constituencies that traditionally support the military and enjoy
the economic benefits of having a
military installation nearby. Most
of its proposed acquisitions are
under attack
In Kansas, grade
schoolers color in posters depicting their communities being destroyed by American tanks and
planes. Editorials in the
called the Army case for
expansion ‘claptrap.’ Argel Pultz,
a thrice-decorated World War II
Navy medic whose son saw similar
service in Vietnam, says he and his
family have always backed the
military 100 percent. But not this
time. ‘It’s nothing but an unnecessary land-grab--Pentagon
empire
building,’ says the local retiree.
“Critics
envision
serious
environmental and economic consequences from any expansion.
The choreographed
violence of
war games--window-rattling, lowlevel flights by supersonic aircraft,
mechanized
maneuvers,
bullets
and bombs--disturbs local communities, drives out wildlife, compacts and erodes soil, destroys
vegetation, silts up streams and
turns the earth into a scorched,
sterile wasteland good for nothing
but what destroyed it. ‘It is not
unpatriotic to demand that the
military protect our way of life instead of destroying it,’ believes Air
Force veteran Ed Robbins, one of
86 residents of Dixie Valley, Nev.,
whose homes were purchased and
destroyed last year by the Navy to
expand a bombing range. Even
less-destructive
training by engineering units can drastically upset the local ecosystem. Intensive
ground training also precludes
such multiple uses as farming,
grazing, logging, mining and recreation.

Infantry Division trains there to
halt an invasion of West Germany
by Warsaw Pact forces. Fort Riley
strategists fight computer
war
games against ‘Ivan’ with posters
of Lenin staring down from the
walls of the battle-simulation center and a tape of the Red Army
Chorus blaring in the background.
Preparations for war with the Soviets are driving the plan to move
neighboring
farmers off their
land.”
Perhaps what goes
Hatonn:
around comes around? How do
you think the Oglala Sioux feel
about all this? The insipid lie is
eating you alive, little drowsers.
The new constitution already is in
full play and will not be turned
back unless you turn it back. So
be it.
“IN SEARCH OF REALISM:
Because much of Fort Riley contains live firing ranges and the areas where explosives land, only
about 16,000 of its 100,000 acres is
available for limited, company-size
training maneuvers using the division’s new Ml Abrams tanks and
M2 Bradley infantry fighting vehicles. The Army wants to spend
$30 million to $50 million to buy
100,000 more acres to permit
more-realistic, battalion-size exercises. Full-fledged war gves now
require transporting the First Division’s battalions to the sprawling
desert ranges of Fort Irwin, Calif.,
where the Army wants to add
300,000 acres. Fort Riley’s garrison commander, Col. Gary LaGrange, justifies it in gridiron
terms: ‘It’s like training your quarterbacks at one end of a football
field and your linemen on the
other and never gettingthe parts
together before the Super Bowl.’
La Grange has hinted that if the
Army doesn’t get the additional
land, he may recommend transferring most of Fort Riley’s 15,500 ’
military
personnel
elsewhere.
Though that is not his decision to
make, his suggestion that an Army

“Nowhere is the issue focused
more sharply than at Fort Riley,
the old frontier cavalry post that
sent Maj. Gen. George Armstrong
Custer riding north in 1876 to
teach Crazy Horse and his Oglala
Sioux a lesson. Today, the First
.
L
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facility might drastically cut back
its current $318 million in annual
local expenditures
has chilled
merchants in nearby Junction City,
where the Chamber of Commerce
endorsed the acquisition.
Yet
there has been little serious conflict between business leaders and
opponents of the acquisitions at
most of the sites. Virtually none
of the proposed base expansions
would generate
any significant
new economic activity--such as
bringing in new troops or facilities.
“The uncertainty is already having
a ripple effect on the local economy.
New construction
and
building
improvements
are
crimped within a 60-mile radius of
Fort Riley. Sales of paint, wire,
lumber and remodeling supplies
are way down. Real-estate sales
and rentals are flat.
Farmers
worry who will be forced to‘ leave
their homes and land, and the issue of fair-market value is hollow
compensation.
‘They could pay
me $10 million for our family farm,
but I don’t want the money,’ says
activist Jay Copeland, echoing the
sentiment of many of his neigh‘We’ve worked and imbors.
proved this land for four generations. you can’t put a price on
your roots. You can’t sell them.’
“Copeland, who founded Preserve
Rural America to battle. the Fort
Riley expansion, was recently invited to bring his message to Glasgow, Mont., to 400 residents
forming a similar group to fight a
proposed 718,000-acre National
Guard tank-training range. The
new Montana base would inject
badly needed dollars into the depressed local area, but it poses a
dilemma. ‘We need the economic
boost but not the environmental
impact,’ says Richard Witt, president of the Glasgow Chamber of
Commerce. ‘It would also badly
hurt 120 ranchers with grazing
leases on that land. Personally, I
think it’s just a big waste.”

Hatonn: Now pay close attention,
please.
“2,230 DUDS: Elsewhere, opponents marshal a variety of arguments against the expansion plans.
In Nevada, Citizen Alert cites concerns about pilot inaccuracy at the
Navy’s bombing range at Fallon,
scheduled to be expanded by
172,000 acres. Last November,
the Navy picked up 1,389 LIVE
bombs,
including
undetonated
500-pounders, along with 2,230
duds and 123,000 pounds of
shrapnel that had
on 68,000 acres Q&
& the Fallon range. The land is
used by ranchers, hikers and offroad-vehicle enthusiasts.”
Surely
Ii all of you recall the incident in
1989 when a group of people were
\ out camping and were literally attacked, bombed and shot at by
military groups on maneuvers.
The military had given wrong instructions to the troops along with
incorrect bearings. Sort of similar
to the “computer error” given to
the Hubble telescope last week
when the directors subtracted instead of added numbers which in
turn put the telescope some trillions of miles off target and set the
program countless weeks. Well,
you aren’t going to like what they
are doing with the telescope but
that is for another writing. The
pictures you get back will not be
truth, I must assure you.

military
forces.
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And what, brothers, is the “sound
Guns?
Bombs?
of freedom”?
Somehow, I thought it might be
the sound of healthy, happy and
laughing families and children. I
thought it might be the sound of a
family gathered at dinner at the
end of a productive day.

I am going to share with you a notice that Bob Girard sends to all of
the receivers of Arctu%’ book
catalogue:
ARCTURUS
BOOK SERVICE. . . .
Page 7, May-Aug 1990
Booklist, regarding the
Phoenix Journals.
(He
does, however, forget to
list the last four.)
130. THE
JOURPHOENIX
NALS.
America West,
1989-90. Softbound, series of 10 vols.

*
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and

“‘The Maine woods are one of the
last unspoiled areas of the Northeast,’ says activist Nancy Oden of
‘They’re already
Machias, Me.
under assault from developers and
from paper
companies
doing
clear-cut logging. The military will
destroy our way of life.’ Others
fighting to thwart Pentagon designs on the Kansas heartlands,
the Nevada and California deserts
and the prairies of Montana and
Idaho echo that concern. For its
part, the Department of Defense
argues that without more land to
train for future wars, everyone’s
way of life could be in jeopardy.
As National Guard spokesman
Maj. Everett Foster puts it: ‘It’s
getting more difficult to sell the
sound of freedom.“’

“In Maine, the National Guard
plans to lease more than 700,000
acres of virtually virgin forest
owned by the Champion Paper
company; in addition, it wants to
build a $12 million barracks complex on 7,600 acres of adjacent
state land. The proposed Deepwoods base is designed for heavy
engineering training such as airfield, bridge and highway construction; it would also include smallarms firing ranges and low-level
and night-flight training. The base
would be used by east coast national Guard units, regular U.S.
2.Xi
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to be
work.
proof
I shall leave you with this point to i thereof was flowing forth. An all
out effort is out to get all of you of
ponder that which IS and that
which IS NOT. The time is at 1 our brethren. At this point, in this
hand for serious consideration and l group, it is only Dharma they wish
to tahe out. Preferably they would
putting aside the things of the
child who looks “through the glass 1 have her simply incapacitated.
This is why the thrusts at her sandarkly”. Your Creator would not
ity for “they” wish the books now
leave you without help, but it is
to go forward without obvious
your choice as to whether or not
interference and simply have her
you will accept of it.
out of the picture so that a story of
her insanity can go forth as rebutHatonn to clear. I stand aside and
tal of the work.
await your response.
May the
light be given to shine upon you
There is naught new except that
and may you open your minds.
the thrust is ever increasing and
We encourage you to partake of
the impact more difficult to conall and then you can discern that
trol. I tell you that your own huwhich is false and that which is
mans in your own country can disto be
truth--LOOK
proven
solve and reconstruct objects, and
AROUND YOU! SALU. PERhave been able to do so since your
HAPS YOUR CHILDREN CAN
1930s. Ones can be put into time
LEARN TO EAT BOMB FRAGwarp and stranded. The manipuMENTS INSTEAD OF WHEAT.
lation of beam frequencies are
AI-IO!
perfected enough that keeping
you ones in safety is beyond diffi5/16/90 HiATONN/ATON
cult--it is all but impossible.
Hatonn present in the Light of the
It is not your back, Dharma--it is
Radiant One. I come in the Light
your heart and it is serious. The
of God Creator in the comfort of
pain is “referred” to lessen fear but
Grandfather.
Heed well, chela,
it needs attention and to simply
that which I will now tell you.
cast it aside negates the very gift
Why, you ask, do I have such pain
of “attention”.
I speak not of
that does not leave me? Why does
medical care--that tack in this innot the aspirin touch it? Because
stance is to insure demise.
it is all we have to cause you to
STOP! You have grown in the
Oh, you ones will do ‘anything
knowingness and you will not conasked of you? No, you will not!
front it in consciousness so we
You do not! How many of you in
must do that which will insure
this tiny group have met every
attention.
It is not so much for
appointment for focused commuyour lesson as that of your brothnication unto the higher resources
ers in your immediate proximity.
in the three times daily? How
many of you have written your
1John King has translated. He was
Editor in the local paper, not to
taken out for he had become too
even remind you of the request to
1 dangerous in our service. What he
have attention in the Bakersfield,
1 was ready to do in joining with this
Mojave, Ridbecrest and other pagroup openly and in full intent
pers? How long has it been since
cost him his physical existence.
I
the request and letter was written ,
He had not grown enough in
to Dr. Sutton? How,many of you
\ physical acceptance and therefore
have, for sure, your values estabdid not understand the conneclished and in the correct priority?
I tions nor the protection acquisiSo be it. So be it!
1 tion. He simply became too dana. XL *
,
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LESS YOU ACT AND
QUICKLY! SO BE IT.

of
of
seriously urge perpetrators a& publishers to invest $14.95 - - - - - - -(for
another book) - - - -unless you are buying these
in order to study samples
of the ways in which psychotics’ minds work.
****o
Those of you who are still with us
please consider one or two more
Journals to find out about your
constitution and rights as citizens
of the United States of America-and then let us see who is working
from
of
Continue to turn
away from truth to play in the lies
of UFO baloney and New Age
Movement falsehoods (not to infer all are lies) and you shall go
right down the tubes with the
American landscape.
Your military is training for war in
your southern countries of the
Americas.
“Little” orchestrated
and deliberate wars. You do not
fight nuclear missiles with troops
and/or tanks. Further, you are
being set up for a police state with
in-place installations to keep you
the citizens in line when the constitution is changed.
Now, it
would be nice if this just came
from an insane mind of one scribe
but your whole existence is at
stake and ones continue to effort
to keep you in total helplessness.
YOU BE THE JUDGE!!! AND
CONSIDER
JOINING
THE
GROUP AS PER THE LITERATURE FOLLOV.‘:NG.
YOU
AS A NATION ARE IN MOST
SERIOUS
JEOPARDY
UN-

ACT

It would seem that things come
forth and then who picks up what?
How many of you watch the news
on CNN twice daily as I long ago
asked? How many of you read
carefully the back pages of your
paper? How many of you saw, just
yesterday, that a Black Hawk
copter was brought
down in
Panama?
Why would that be?
They don’t just “fall” out of the air,
my friends, unless they are sabotaged! Do you not see, they now
need to set up “accidents” and all
manner of cover-up to account for
dead soldiers from the new military operations in Panama--missing in action will not appease families in this instance.
A “heat
stroke” in the desert will not appease very many longer.
However, the same dead body can be
representative of countless numbers of dead for who in the families will check or ever know that
the son buried with military honors in a little New York town is
the same as is honored in an
empty casket in southern Montana?
It is fine to tell Dharma that it is
foolish to have fear, but it is
equally as foolish to mouth words
which have no meaning what-soever. She should have “fear” for
the word has gone forth to shut
her up in spite of you who would
say, “Hey, it is OK, Hatonn is on
top of it.” Remember, man is left
to free-will and no-one knows‘another’s contract.
Several have
“contracts” with their dark God to
shut her up! Any who come in
searching, waiting to find, leave
ruptures in the shield that you
cannot see. Every doubt leaves its
own chink and it is impossible to
give you full insight as we have
only just made it into the “big
world” in truth. Testing is at hand
constantly. Suppose YOUR LIFE
depended on 9 minutes a day
spread over three
segments?
Would you keep those appointments? Well, so it is, my friends.
Do not tell me of your “intent” -show me! Don’t tell me of your

wishes -- show me! Show me that
you mean it! For I can assure you
that until YOU MEAN IT--it will
not be forthcoming for you have
all manner of things of life to impact your choices.

spond to desire. ? Of course not-just measure intent and why you
do a thing or choose of a thing or
a place or an object. You will find
more and more as you come into
thoughtful balance that you shall
have abundance for the correct
reasons of Godliness.
God is
abundance and frankly, Satan is of
poverty--‘tis only the sequence
and perception of desire which is
elusive.
Recognize how many
choices you make for earthly reasons and place priorities before
God for you know that God will
always forgive actions of self-first
satisfaction while

Allow Dharma to grieve over John
King, for instance, for it is her
confirmation of the truth of this as
her brothers who dare are brought
down. I want her concentrated attention to the matter, for all of
you are still playing at the new and
wondrous game.
Indeed ‘tis a
game and naught more but manifestation in this “time” segment
causes it to be intensely “real”.
How many have to be forfeited
from the Creator’s work for it to
come into thine serious attention?
How many will assume John King
simply “chose” to make transition
or “God of Light” had a better
Forget it--God, of
purpose??
Darkness, took him out! I would
hope you ones will ponder it most
carefully. Evil surrounds you like
a burial shroud. Does that mean
you must grovel in the mire of insipid fear--no, it means to pay attention for your closest friends will
be the ones who will allow you to
be killed in their good intent to
lessen your concern.
Joy and
peace within is the goal--caution
and action without is good judgment.

You dear ones question why we
do not do this or that; because you
ones do not fill your part of the
bargain--not even with three minutes a day. When are you going to
hear God if you cannot stop
silently for three minutes to keep
an appointment ? And if you do,
are you so busy asking lthat you
cannot hear the response?
Of
course the lessons are hard and
the taskmaster swift and true,
would you have a lesser commander? If so, go with those who have
lesser commanders and live in confusion and drifting. It is called discipline of self. Always .it is discipline of self. You must also always
confront whether or not your
earthly requirements cause great
unbalanced pain and actions of
others and pull them away from
their work. No, it is not an uncluttered path and no one ever said it
Your
would be an easy path.
world is ready to blow into obliv-

You must -always question your
own intent--not ask of mine in all
instances. Why do you wish to do
a thing or go to a place? Here I
can use Ed as an excellent example--why do you travel to Palm
Springs? Is your intent of God? If
not, it is incorrect; if yes, then
there is no question, is there?
Oberli, if you wish to go to the
desert to visit a friend, is it of
God’s progression or is it to make
appearance? Each action must be
measured in this manner and, no,
it will never be easy to choose for
always the dark fragment of desire
will cloud your discernment. Does
that mean you should never re6
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ion--does it matter? Not greatly,
except as to that which you will
progress unto.
Things are so tenuous in your
location and it is a time of full
alert for the fleet and therefore,
the signals from the crystal are
very difficult with which to live.
Ones who have drawn away from
the support of the group are paying dearly for that withdrawal.
You have a worker who has gone
his way and his life is all but destroyed for he finds no peace with
anyone or anyplace--he is angry
and thrusting at everyone; but
most especially God for he perceives God has somehow deliberately “done him in”--no, he simply listened to Satan instead of
continuing
his communication
with God. Things didn’t happen
on his schedule and Satan reminds
him constantly. Yes, it is harder
for you ones--you knew it would
be and felt you could handle it.
How many of you go forth and effort to pull him up and back
within?
Oh, he chose to move
outside and to hell with it? So be
it. So be it.
Mankind had best look about him
with reason and wisdom and stop
looking for the easy way out--because that “easy” way is a deadly
trap indeed. You will get exactly
that which you demand--no more
and no less! When you stop being
“well whatever--God’s
wiH be
done!” you will get that which God
is “telling” you to go get! The laws
of creation requires that you not
be “gifted” but manifest on your
own merit. If it is not important
enough for nine minutes per day-it is not very important to you.
Should this be an Express? Who
cares? Do you all know which
portions of the past Expresses go
into the Journals?--do I make a
point? I did not agree to edit the
Expresses, I agreed to write them.
I am no puppet+-.;ster
pulling
strings--mankind has had quite
enough of that mode of operation-

manding of a return unto his laws
and the only guidelines he has is
that which you project and act
upon as you come into knowledge.
It is lovely to arrive at the point
where the two-by-four is but a tweek to the earlobe as Albird
used to do to Oberli’s left ear.
THAT,
BROTHERS,
IS
COMMUNICATION--UNDERSTOOD
AND
MUTUALLY
EXPLICIT!

-1 am no puppet master. I can give
you lessons and hope that the students do their homework and then
work in perfection--I shall do no
more and no less. I am doing my
job--are you doing yours? Why
might you perceive this a reprimand? Could it be in perception?
The ones who have accomplished
in perfection consider it a congratulations speech! It is only for
your discernment--no more and no
less--it simply is a question. I, further, know who I am--who might
you be? Oh, you want ME to tell
YOU! No! You are a fragment
of God-self and you will come into
your own realization of who you
are and that which you are willing
to do to return unto the perfection
and wholeness of God Creator
within the harmony and balance of
the Universe (Creation).
Hard?
Only if you desire it to be hard!
You will pull unto self exactly that
which you desire and set up for
self--nothing lesser and nothing
greater. That which you project
outward in doubts and fears shall
come back in heaps upon you.

Go, chela, and perhaps you could
consider getting away from this
placement for a portion of this
day. The energy flow is not attuned to yours and that comes
with realignment and bears paL
tience. Oberli cannot physically
make all these current decisions
Ones must
and contacts, etc.
reach in and take responsibilities
for it will not get better--it will get
heavier and heavier as our group
enlarges. We need no confusion
of several “speakers” for if the
instructions
comes forth from
several, it is derisive so do not
badger yourselves in attempting to
“receive” and “write” -- just attune
IN TRUTH to that which is given.
I ask not that you’ cease your
readings, etc., just please do it in
thine free time for you came forth
to share the labor, not simply
study the negatives into infinity. If
you ask in sincerity andv not in
simply “testing” us of the higher
knowledge--you will receive a response. It is strictly up to each as
to that which you will do with it or
even whether or not you will hear
of it.

Go, Dharma, for you are also
caught
in the confusion
of
consciousness. Let it flow, chelas.
Do not keep pushing that river for
you can determine that tampering
with the rivers, as in the southern
states this day, stops not the floods
from overcoming. It is far greater
to float than to swim up-river for it
gives chance to realign direction.
Look most carefully around your
earth at the volcanos, rains,
droughts,
grasshoppers,
disease
and then tell me that you are not
in trouble! God extends his hand
for those who ask. If you await
the perfection of the lift-off, ye
shall most likely drown in thy tarrying for all but a tiny few are
awaiting that which is NOT! Being not, it cannot come unto you
for it is conjured of the dark
brotherhood in fine measure and
will consume you without pity or
compunction.
Think upon these
things for, yes, God is demanding.
Forgiving, yes.
But he is de:> 7’
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We are just and we are working
within God’s plan in this placement. We do not insist that all
follow our direction albeit God is
here, as is the Christos, so it seems
a good path to tread, but ones who
come forth lo change of the
blueprints should consider going
elsewhere lest you be buried in the
landslide for this is a God chosen
placement and work well planned.
There are billions of other placements in which ones can experiII
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ence--do not expect to change the
overall plan of this placement to
suit your own “whims” or the
teachings of some guru or another
projected forth by some HUMAN
on your placement.
Further, the
moment Dharma begins to give
you instructions “in the name of
which are her own opinions--take
immediate note. God is not running around on your earth and you
will not be given to know in advance as to when he will make
himself known--any who proclaim
such are ignorant or servants of
Satan. I care not WHO tells you
otherwise and I care not who has
been in service to whom for 75
years or 75 seconds--truth does
not flow from “time” for truth IS
and “that one” might have just
been serving the wrong master!
Ponder it most carefully for you
are simply not given unto the
knowing for these are the things
God requires of you--to come into
truthful discernment.
I stand aside that you ones might
distribute these words and ponder
upon them. We shall resume the
writing when we have more balance back within this group. You
can have anything you sincerely
desire--but you have to want to
have it. You must desire to have it
beyond all other in that your instructions and requirements
are
met without deletion. So be it and
Saalome.
Take my hand and I shall show
you the way,
I am Aton. Walk gently children,
for I am ever with thee.
It is thine own choices which
merit consideration. I shall ask of
thee nothing and if a journey is of
correct intent--you will know of it.
Of course the journeys and duties
are all fulfilled for intent of self-just measure priorities and weigh
intent. You need not me to tell
you--that is most often a “copout”; “Well, Hatonn told me - - - - -!‘I No, you will be given the an-

swer and you will choose of it for
self.

The Phoenix Journals:
Sipapu Odyssey
And They Called His Name Immanuel
Space Gate
Spiral To Economic Disaster
From Here To Armageddon
Survival Is Only Ten Feet From
Hell
The Rainbow Masters
AIDS, The Last Great Plague
Satan’s Drummers
Privacy In a Fishbowl
Cry of The Phoenix
Cruciftion of The Phoenix
Skeletons In The Closet

POSTSCRIPT
Many of the references and admonitions in 5/16/90 Hatonn/Aton
will be more easily understood after reading the following excerpt
from the writing of S/12/90 Hatonn. Anyone who desires to do
so may add their positive energy,
prayer and petitions by joining us
in these three short meditations
each day.
5/12/90

HATONN

I ask that each of you spend a
three minute interval at 12:27
P.M. and 6:27 P.M. and 7:27 AM.
to join in energy focus to the
financing of these packages and
the selling of George’s property.
The property is at risk and we
cannot stall off a major quake
much longer. Also ask for stability
of the fault pntil this is accomplished. Thank you. Ask for acceptance
within
the
Group
“Center for Action” so that the introductions run smoothly and with
acceptance
of higher counsel.
You need now, to come into realization of what God can do when
asked within in unity. So be it and
blessings unto you dear ones of my
family for I cherish you and honor
you for your daring participation.
You can turn your country
around, beloved ones, you can do
it if you really want to. Perhaps
ones might either loan or contribute to the Phoenix Institute to
cover the expenses and also attend
the meeting. We cannot go further without financial input, in fact
without some $10,000 by June
first, this space is at total risk for
the attorney’s will withdraw and
that means the case is lost.

The price is $10 per JOURNAL,
10% discount on orders of 4 or
more.
California residents add 6.25%
sales tax.
Add shipping, UPS
$3.25 or U.S. Mail $2.00 for first
title and $1.00 each additional.
Write for Quantity Discount.
Available from America West or
your Local Distributor.
is $20 per 13 issues
(including back issues for the period).
*****

Send orders and Payments to:
America West Distributors, P.O.
Box 6451 Tehachapi, CA 93582.

This is not hopeless--let us focus
that energy and you can have all,
and more, that you need. Salu.
*****
* ‘%
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